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is defiled, under the inhabitants. It could be taken as therc'n, thnki:'g

of the earth as a type of thing in comparison with the settled houses and.

all that, rather than as a , 30 that I wouldn't think that V. 5

even translatin it earth wonlu prove so much, hut I think that verse 1,

taking that as earth would show a good deal about how this chapter.

(Student) Yes. Now that latter part of v. 5 is a section which may throw

light on the whole thing. The earth is defiled under the inhabitants thereof

becanse they have transgressed the laws, changed. the ordinance, broken the

everlasting covenant. There hath the curse devoured the 'and and they that

dwell therein are th'solate. Here we often have that sort of language used

of the people of the world as a whole, that they have b 'oken the everlasting

covenant, they have transgressed the law an.. changed the ordinance. It is

true, of irse, that it was .Adam's sin, breaking God's covenant, that has

brought misery upon the Farth as a whole and so it could be applied to the

verse as a whole, and yet it is a type of langiage which seems to me much

more appropriate to God's people, to God's professing people, than to those

who are t)-ought of as outside the covenant. Mr.---? (Stwient)
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Yes, and that is an interesting sugpestIon. The way that this

present presentation, ore3ent usage, could certainly apply either a picture

of the presrnt or a picture of the future. We have ben assuming it is a

DiCture of the future. If we assume it is a picture of the future as Mr.

sugests it is possible that the land t}ought of as the Ian_ of Go's people

could be the whole world rathc'r than just Palest,ne, but that would be a

istinct use from both of the ones we have been looking at up to the present.

We have been looking at it as a picture of the distraction of the wicked world

and we have been looking at it as the destructi-n of the lana of Palestine

nd t 'e land of God's apostate people. Now Mr. Sit suggests a thory--look-

lag upon the world as a whole as that which has become God's own and. then
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